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ABSTRACT
In an article published in New Republic, Josephine Livingstone argues that today’s cultural critics
should avoid succumbing to a type of binaristic thinking that asks “is the art against Trump or
escaping from Trump?” In emphasizing that “it’s not always about Trump,” Livingstone claims that
we need a vision of cultural politics that is not necessarily tied to the state. This talk proceeds from a
different premise. I will argue that the election of Donald Trump as the 45th President of the United
States provides the cultural critic in general and the cultural critic of crime narratives in particular
with a valuable opportunity. Specifically, I want to use the Age of Trump as a lens to examine a series
of related issues about what televisual, filmic, and written narratives of crime from a variety of
geographical and geopolitical spaces can do, should do, and perhaps are uniquely qualified to do in a
situation where the taken-for-granted ground of liberal democracy is being eroded in front of our
eyes. These issues include: the State as a criminal actor; capitalism as a fundamentally criminal
institution; the ability and utility of distinguishing between individual and collective forms of crime,
violence, and guilt, and the possibility of imagining alternatives to a system whose contempt for the
rule of law has never been more flagrant.
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